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Oxford Debate represents a special
partnership and discussion platform for
regional leaders and leading experts in
national and global education.

Honorary Title ‘HONORARY PROFESSOR OF THE ACADEMIC
The Debate will be held at the Academic
UNION, OXFORD’ for Prof. Dr. Rashid Hussein
Lounge in the center of Oxford and will
be live streamed on the official Academic
Prof. Dr. Rashid Ahmed Mohammed Hussein, Vice Chancellor, Sudan
Union channels to be announced to
University of Science and Technology is recognized by the members and
professional audiences from 54 world
partners of the Academic Union as an outstanding professional in the
countries.

field of higher education.

He is invited to take part in Oxford Debate as an expert and a speaker on
September 27, 2019. He will present his opinion on the University of the
Speaking Notes from Oxford Debate will
Future, the transformations in the field of higher education that he can
be published in the digest of scientific
foresee for our institution and region.
articles ‘University of the Future’ (ISSN
2053-4736).
Participants will receive Oxford Debate Expert Certificates and honors in

the field of science, technology, and education.
Academic Union asks for his consent to propose him as a candidate for
On September 27, 2019, live from receiving the honorary title ‘Honorary Professor of the Academic Union,
Oxford, presentations from leading Oxford’ and the award ‘The Name in Science and Education Award’.
regional universities and discussion The title holder will get a personal diploma, a badge of the inscription on a
of the challenges that may face the blue ribbon ‘For Contribution to the World Science’, a bas-relief of
education system in the 21st century Socrates and the inscription ‘Glory to a scientist’, his name will be written
in the Register of Prominent Scientists and Educators in the World.
The event will be held in the VIP format (up to 12 participants).
Participation is available by personal invitation only.
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